Clarini using 1/2" irrigation riser pipe

Notes: F G A Bb C D E F G

Alto sax mouthpiece

Mouthpiece and tube joined by 1/2” polypipe connector. (Bottom of mouthpiece meets top of tube).

1/2” irrigation riser pipe (15mm ID)

8mm thumb hole 118mm from top (G)

8mm finger holes:

- 147mm from top (F)
- 162 (E)
- 190 (D)
- 226 (C)
- 266 (Bb)
- 285 (A)
- 325 (G)

Total length - 401mm (F)

My clarinets are either narrow bore (approx 9mm ID) using a sopranino sax mouthpiece, or about 15mm ID with alto sax mouthpiece.